
 
 
 
 
1 . Horse riding 
 
Horse riding was originally invented in 6000 BC. Did you know they 
started of riding with no reighns or no saddle 
 
2 . Trojan War  
 
Trojan War is a good story to tell it all started in 1260 When someone from Troy kidnapped 
lady from grease then grease asked for her back but she would not give her back then 
grease went into War but not just what grease filter massive hollow horse out of wood then 
Presented to try the whole of Troy head a massive party and all of try got drunk went to bed 
then all the soldiers that were actually hiding in the horse got out and killed everyone oh my 
gosh !!!! 
 
3 .  the Black Death 
1348 
 
The Black Death killed 60% of Europe's entire population which is basically 50 million wow I 
see why it's called the Black Death.  
 
4 . Toys 
 
Toys were originally invented in the 1400s  
And some look like this!!! Wow just imagine 
playing with that. It hardly looks like a toy at 
all . I'd use it as an ornament . 
 
 
5 . christmas became a nationwide holiday  
 
Did you know that christmas was not always a worldwide holiday  
It only started to be one in 1835 also the first person to celebrate it was the roman emperor 
constantine. 
 
6 . Cars  
 
Cars were originally invented in 1885 and ran on steam. 
How amazing is that only now we run on petrol and 
electricity.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is the first car invent 



 
 
 
7 . pens 
 
Pens were originally in 1888 and looked like this . 
This is a fountain pen but they weren't like the ones 
we have today …...you would have to put the pen into 
a pot with ink in it and pull a small lever on the pen to 
suck up ink. 
But before that you would  have a feather / quill and leave it in the ink constantly 
to keep writing. 
 
8 . color TV 
 
Color TV was invented in 1953 and was made by John logie baird 
 
9 . water colors  
 
They were invented in 1980 and are one of my favorite things. 
 
10 . internet  
 
The famous internet all around the world was once not invented  wow but was only  just 
invented in 1983 and now pretty much everyone uses it !!! 
 
 


